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Murderer Gets Married
The PA newspaper Al-Ayam reports that
Hamdi Kura'an, who murdered Tourism
Minister Rehavam Ze'evi in Oct. 2001, was
recently married while being held in
detention in Jericho.
Kura'an, together with four other terrorists
involved in the murder, has been held in a
PA installation in Jericho, in accordance
with the terms of an agreement with Israel.
Kura'an, the man who actually pulled the
trigger, is married to his cousin, who said
that she is "proud of him and his actions."
MK Benny Elon, who took over the
leadership of the Moledet party after
Ze'evi's death, said today in response,
"There is no limit to the immorality.
Gandhi's murderer gets married in a PA
convalescent home, while Israel, instead of
killing him, transfers a monthly payment of
130 million shekels to Arafat and his
henchmen."

Child Terrorist
Two Arab terrorist youths aged 14 and 15,
were killed by IDF troops Thursday, as
they ran suspiciously toward a convoy of
Israeli vehicles near Netzarim, a town in
Gaza. IDF troops saw that the youths were
armed, opened fire and killed the two
before a catastrophic attack could occur.
IDF sources said the two young terrorists
were armed with rifles and grenades. The
attempted attack occurred shortly after an
anti-tank missile was fired at the bus. No
injuries were reported in that incident.

Education PA Style
Before shutting the doors of three Palestinian
colleges, that openly encouraged terrorism,
the IDF ordnance units collected materials
found inside.

In the main office, soldiers found a variety of
incitement paraphernalia, including banners,
posters, flags, CD's, tapes and children's
notebooks depicting faces of suicide bombers
Also in Gaza, IDF armored tractors
"martyrs" on the cover. Some notebooks
destroyed a road in the PA-controlled
depicted the "Martyrs tree", something
town, that has served as a base for the firing which looks like an enormous family tree,
of mortars and Kassam missiles against
but with the faces of all the "martyrs" on it.
Israeli towns and villages in Gaza and the
Classrooms were filled to the brim with
Negev. The destruction of the road was a
direct response to the three Kassam rockets posters that praised suicide "The Jihad is our
path" proclaimed one, whilst another
fired into the Negev city of Sderot.
announced, "Sharon and Bush are pigs". Yet
A force of D-9 tractors, accompanied by
another poster declared "The glory of the
IDF troops, entered the Gaza area via the
Martyrs".
Erez checkpoint. IDF troops blocked the
When soldiers entered the second floor
Beit Hanoun intersection as the tractors
classrooms, they found boxes filled with
plowed an enormous ditch, about the
folders on who's covers were pictures of the
width of the road itself, ensuring that the
September 11th terror attacks next to
road stays blocked until further notice.
pictures of armed Palestinians.
Source: IsraelNN.com

Camp David Accords Part VI
Begin, by contrast, needed nothing. There was nothing substantial that Sadat was prepared
to give, and within Israel, the fact that he was the prime minister who had brought Sadat to
Jerusalem had bolstered his position immensely. Unquestionably, Sadat was going to make
demands, and the Americans may have supported him initially, but Begin held all these
cards in his hand; there was no reason for him to give in. And yet he made concession after
concession, giving away (and even volunteering) security and economic assets without
getting anything in return. This was unnecessary. He could have come away with a treaty
without making any substantial concessions. Is this mere conjecture? Not at all, because on
one of the most sensitive points of all the negotiations, Begin stood his ground, and Sadat
conceded. Sadat had demanded that Begin make concessions with regard to Jerusalem. On
this point Begin stood firm and said, "No."
Now Jerusalem has sentimental value to the Arabs. A pledge from Begin on an altered status
for Jerusalem would have been very flattering to Sadat's image. But when Begin stood firm,
the matter was erased from the agenda.
To be continued...

Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel.

In ensuing searches, soldiers discovered that
not only did the college distribute incitement
materials, but had also incorporated it into
the curriculum. Notebooks and textbooks
with the Hamas symbols and slogans
supporting acts of terrorism against Israel
were found.

Noble Death
“I shall carry my soul in my palm...I
see my death, but I hasten my steps
towards it...Hearing [weapons'] clash
is pleasant to my ear And the flow of
blood gladdens my soul…By your
life! This is the death of Men And
who asks for a noble death here it is”
Appears in a 7th-grade PA schoolbook
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